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Children With Starving Brains is a note of hope amid a worldwide
epidemic of autism, Combine and ADHD. Her book explains major therapies
recently available and identifies effective and safe options for parents
and doctors working together to improve the fitness of these special
kids. Dr. Genetic susceptibility activated by "triggers" such as
pesticides and weighty metals in vaccines can lead to immune system
impairment, gut dysfunction, and pathogen invasion such as for example
yeast and viruses in many children. McCandless, whose grandchild with
autism has influenced her "broad spectrum approach," describes important
diagnostic equipment needed to select suitable treatment programs. This
is the first book written by an experienced clinician that gives a step-
by-step treatment guideline for parents and doctors in line with the
understanding that ASD is a complicated biomedical illness resulting in
significant brain malnutrition.
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An amazing book of expect the autistic community This book is the finest
information in print on what's truly helping children to truly Get over
autism... relevant info there is. It was partially written with the
intent of helping other physicans to use this process and to provide
them with benefit of the countless hours spent in researching the causes
and treatments for this devastating disease. Elements of the book might
be considered somewhat specialized for the layman but as a parent whose
child is certainly autistic I GREATLY valued the explanations of lab
tests and explanations of what provides happened to my kid.. and what
might possibly help him to recuperate. The information is certainly
priceless and through implementing this program, I now have my child
"back again". McCandless provides spent years working with fine doctors
and researchers and individuals worldwide to develop protocols that help
the autistic kids in our society.. he's recovering and is currently a
verbal, interactive and lively little boy.. Something I discovered in
this journey is that people are alone with not much help from
conventional medicine and we have to help and support one another and
pass out any good info we have. the child I never thought I would have
got the blessing of keeping in my arms again....he was withdrawn, non
responsive, perseverative and non verbal before these testing were done
and a person plan originated and implemented for his recovery. If I were
to transfer only one book to a mother or father who has just had the
youngster diagnosed with Autism, this would be it! McCandless on her
behalf relentless initiatives for these precious kids. I see this
reserve as only a beacon of hope for the recovery and improvement of
many children.. and a guide book for family members and physicans that
was desperately needed. But don't skip biomedical intervention. Dr..
(And I have dozens on Autism. Very much gratitude Dr. McCandless for
your untiring efforts and I look forward to your next edition with the
latest updates. Just amazing just how much good &..) This book offers
you many pieces to the complex puzzle of Autism all in a single book.
Put that one in the list of books to read initial and recommend to
additional moms.. Finally a book that helps our kids with Autism get
better! this book is a 'must' for everybody, even those without kids,
needing to heal their adult bodies! Because of Dr.. From the books I
have read about autism so far, basically the best one, the one with
practical and important info on how to help our kiddos. Each child
differs and Dr. It's the first step to locating some answers for you
personally and your child. Could it be approved by traditional
mainstream medication? No, but it works and it should be. Interventions
from this publication, including a switch in diet, vitamins, chelation
and others, have helped my 2 kids tremendously. Sometime not really too
much in the future, it will be. It has made them healthier, happier
children and our lives much much better. Both of these are much more
available to those of us without scientific backgrounds. Purchase it
yourself watching as your son or daughter improves with one of these



interventions. We're extremely blessed to have doctors like Dr.
McCandless who are willing to write a publication such as this to help
parents help their very own kids start to get better. McCandless has
done an excellent job of covering so many options and so much material
that it is bound to help every mother or father who reads it. An
excellent description of the how and just why for biomedical treatment
of autism As a Mom of 3, 2 of whom have autism, I can say the biomedical
approach worked wonders inside our home.Are my boys "healed" from their
autism? No. But things are very much, much better than these were and
improving each day. It's something that should you choose correctly will
reap you, as well as your child, lots of benefits. I understand lots of
folks will tell you firmly to avoid people offering "snake oil" as it
pertains with treatments and treatments for autism. As a Mother of two
autistic males, I've run into quite a few of these salesmen myself. This
book's author isn't one of those salesmen. This reserve gives you
concrete things to do and the scientific reasons why you should attempt
them. The more study I really do, the more it all points back again to
this back. This is an awful book! If this problems you, perchance you
could try Jepson's Changing the Span of Autism or Buckley's Curing Our
Autistic Children first. Don't just take my word for this. But by all
means, get back to this once you have a better grasp of the topic.
McCandless was among the first authors to create on this topic, and this
is still among the best books out here about them.Don't let anyone let
you know that there is no wish, that autism is just a genetic
condition.You should, timetable the ABA therapy and speech therapists
and OT. Few other doctors have spent such time and have such a strong
history of actually helping children to recuperate .I've met plenty of
plenty of parents who didn't have confidence in biomed initially, but
became big believers after trying GFCF diet and supplementation. YES.
Just amazing. We're all laden with metals and our anatomies are not
functioning because they were generations back, before the advent of
chemtrails and pollution and poor soil...! The writing is simple to
understand, concise, research-supported . A must-browse and a must-
follow. Five Stars Great book with valueable information. Best parents
table reference for children on the spectrum. We do everything in the
publication and later on, more. Best parents desk reference for kids
about the spectrum This book not only saved our son's life, but totally
reversed his ASD diagnosis by age 6. It is a physical disease, not
mental, brought on by, for most kids, vaccine injury. Five Stars This
informative book! basically the best one, the one with the most
practical and . relevant info there is A godsend of publication to
parents w/ autistic kids. Just amazing how much great & The publication
is well written, clear and provides a guide for both parents and
professionals.It isn't the easiest read. I agreed with almost
everything. It's dense with scientific data and terminology. This is
garbage! It really is an insult to parents who have kids with autism. We



have been desperate to find information to help our children, and you
have snake oil salesmen writing garbage to make a buck; It is revolting
to me also to all readers! The information in here is junk! Don't waste
materials your money. A must-go through for pediatricians! I have not
gotten far into this publication yet, but I already have found it so
useful. I think that every pediatrician should read this book and would
definitely benefit from it!
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